EXHIBITIONIST

CALL FOR
PROPOALS
Curated Nails

INTRODUCTION

on nails and its surrounding area. Artist Ye Funa, founder of
'Curated Nails', invite curators to manifest exhibition themes

Nail decorating first appeared in religious ritual, people

and concepts on the tiny space of nails, breaking the barriers

depicted the totem they worshiped on nails as a way of

of "daily display" and "art exhibition". The proposals should

blessing. Nails are an important part of our body, and

challenge conventional ideas on "nail art" and to explore the

the parts of the human body that are in most contact

potentials of nails as exhibition spaces. You don't have to

with the outside world. They are also an essential feature

be a professional curator or exhibition-maker to submit, all

of appearance, manner and trend. In daily life, nails

welcome!

have become a unique exhibition space of personality.
Traditionally, girls tend to use their nails as another way
of showing off their beauty. However, regardless of race,
gender, age and profession, everyone has their own taste,
preference, and things they like, and nails offer are great
space to show. We invite you to submit your proposals to
the "Curated Nails" project.
'Curated Nails' is a project for curatorial experimentation

SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS
1. An exhibition proposal that outlines both the background

WINNERS RECEIVE
The successful applicants will work with Ye Funa on
exhibitions and related events. All exhibitions will be
promoted on media and published in "Curated Nails"
catalogue. We would like to offer participants an Exhibtionist
Nail Polish coupon for their participation.

CONTACT
Exhibitionist@qq.com

and plan for the exhibition with images.
2. Budget.
3. Curator's CV.

DEADLINE
5 January 2015

FOLLOW US
Wechat：exhibitioner
Facebook：Curated Nails

THEME

METHODS

PROPOSALS

PERSONAL INFO

CONCEPT

SPACE A

12.2mm

14mm

14mm

14.5mm

17mm
12mm

9.5mm

8mm

8mm

7mm

Thumb

Forefinger

Middle finger

Ring finger

Little finger

Fingernail

SPACE B

8mm

9.5mm

11mm

16mm

19mm
16mm

12mm

11mm

9mm

7mm

Big toe

Index toe

Middle toe

Fourth toe

Little toe

Toenail

